HOTEL SPA DR IRENA ERIS KRYNICA ZDRÓJ

ROOMS
The Hotel has 62 rooms, including 12 suites. Apart from standard double rooms, we also offer Mellow Deluxe rooms and a wing of the building with our higher standard Executive and Superior rooms. The variety of apartments – Modern, Junior, Vision double rooms, and the luxurious Glamour and spacious Grand and Komfort rooms (each with two bedrooms) additionally underlines the Hotel’s boutique character.

Except for Standard and Mellow, all rooms are air-conditioned and furnished with free Wi-Fi, an LCD television set, a minibar, a personal safe, slippers, and bath-robes.

CHILDREN IN THE HOTEL
In our hotel, we care about the comfort of parents and their children. Our youngest guests are welcome to play in the playroom furnished with numerous attractions.

At your request, we can provide a cot, extra pillows and a baby blanket, extra towels, and even a baby bathrobe.

The Szósty Zmysł Restaurant offers a special menu for kids and highchairs. In the SPA Centre, the youngest can enjoy the swimming pool for children, inflatable balls, inflatable arm rings for swimming instruction, and disposable diapers.

A playground, bicycles, and sledges in wintertime await our youngest guests as well. Also, at your request, we can arrange for a professional nanny and swimming lessons.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Szósty Zmysł Restaurant – the cozy interiors of the restaurant and its summer patio combined with our rich breakfast buffet and a varied à la carte menu promise a unique culinary experience.

Thai Time Restaurant – during weekend evenings, we invite you to an oriental culinary experience when our restaurant serves sushi and Thai dishes.

Domek w Dolinie Restaurant – the restaurant offers a top culinary journey through the tastes of Małopolska. Do come visit us at weekends and during winter and summer months daily.

SPA CENTRE
The hotel has a luxurious SPA Centre that is free of charge for our guests. It has a swimming pool, a complex of saunas, Jacuzzi, a cardio studio, a gym and a fitness room. Our instructors will organize fitness classes for you during which they will provide you with individual care.

DR IRENA ERIS SKIN CARE INSTITUTE
This land of beauty was created with those in mind who look for a luxurious place to rejuvenate the body and soothe their senses in harmony with nature. It consists of 19 well-equipped, modern studios for beauty treatments and massages. It also has a store selling cosmetics. We invite you to visit the world of the Dr Irena Eris Skin Care Institute where, while in the professional hands of our caring staff, you will experience blissful moments of relaxation in a warm and calm atmosphere.

WHY NOT PURCHASE A GIFT VOUCHER!
Give your loved ones a bit of rest from the daily hustle, some freshness of the nature, a taste of exceptional cuisine, and beauty treatments. Get them a gift voucher today!

TRAVEL TIME:
Warszawa: 5 h 30 min (400 km)
Wrocław: 4 h 30 min (400 km)
Katowice: 2 h 40 min (220 km)
Kraków: 2 h (140 km)
Kielce: 3 h 20 min (200 km)
Rzeszów: 2 h 30 min (160 km)
Lublin: 4 h 30 min (320 km)

HOTEL SPA DR IRENA ERIS KRYNICA ZDRÓJ
ul. Czarny Potok 30, 33-380 Krynica-Zdrój, Poland
Tel. +48 18 472 35 00, krynica@DrIrenaErisSpa.com
DrIrenaErisSpa.com
STEP 1.
IDEA AND PRELIMINARY DRAFT
Preparation of a successful conference requires involvement of many forces and resources and coordination of work of a large team. Consider the concept and create a preliminary draft. Answer yourself basic questions: for what purpose, for whom, and how do you want to organize it? Then pass on these assumptions to our specialists who will transform your idea into a real event.

STEP 2.
PROFILE AND NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Remember that the choice of a suitable location for a fixed number of people, standard of the place to which you invite your Guests sets the prestige of the event. It is important that the participants will feel special, and have the opportunity to use the services at the highest level.

STEP 3.
SCENARIO IS THE BASIS
Develop a scenario in which you have collected all the necessary information on the course of the event. Even if it will not be refined, our specialists will help you make it the PERFECT PLAN!

STEP 4.
TIMETABLE AND OUTLINE OF COST ESTIMATE
Check your budget and how much time do you have for complex organization of the event. Set a time limit within which you will close every issue related to the costs – it will give you freedom in further planning.

STEP 5.
QUALITY OF SERVICES
Pay attention to the comfort when working with a specialist from a hotel – especially if you make a number of changes in the "last minute". Friendliness and willingness to help from that person will tell you what kind of atmosphere is in the place you have chosen. Primarily the atmosphere consists of people working in the hotel and their individual approach to each Guest – in one word FLEXIBILITY!

STEP 6.
IT IS NOT JUST BUSINESS
Bet on attractions that will remain long in memories of your Guests. An original idea for the joint integration of the participants is often the CLUE of the entire program! Are you missing an idea, which could surprise your Guests? Entrust our specialists for special tasks with it!

STEP 7.
TRUSTED SUBCONTRACTORS
Rely on trusted subcontractors, who are recommended by our specialist, and with whom you co-organizes the event. The key to success is the choice of appropriate and professional people, on which you can count on in any situation.

STEP 8.
A CHAIN IS AS STRONG AS THE WEAKEST LINK
Check carefully all documents and materials to make sure that your weakest link is strong enough so you can sleep peacefully.

STEP 9.
KEEP CALM...
... calmly! When the day of the conference comes, coordinate everything according to the agreed plan. Remember that you have support of our specialist, on who you can count on when something goes wrong.

STEP 10.
CONTINUATION
Departure day is not the end! Take care of maintaining positive relations with the participants – this may result in long-term cooperation.